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ABSTRACT

The introduction of a wireless gateway as an entry point to the automobile in-vehicle network reduces the effort of performing diagnostics and firmware updates considerably. Unfortunately, the same gateway also allows cyber attacks to target the unprotected network which currently lacks proper means for detecting and investigating security-related events. In this article, we discuss how to perform a digital forensic investigation of an in-vehicle network. An analysis of the current features of the network is performed, and an attacker model is developed. Based on the attacker model and a set of generally accepted forensic investigation principles, we derive a list of requirements for detection, data collection, and event reconstruction. We then use the Integrated Digital Investigation Process proposed by Carrier and Spafford (2004) as a template to illustrate how our derived requirements affect an investigation. For each phase of the process, we show the benefits of meeting the requirements and the implications of not complying with them. [Article copies are available for purchase from InfoSci-on-Demand.com]
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INTRODUCTION

Automobile in-vehicle networks have historically been isolated from attackers as a result of the limited access possibilities. However, due to recent advances in wireless communications combined with a huge economical incentive for the vehicle industry in accessing and updating vehicle firmware over the air, this situation is about to change. The fact that the wireless technology for updating and diagnosing firmware has already been successfully used for several years within the telecommunications industry also indicates that it is possible to adapt it to other areas, including the automotive domain.

The enabling factor is the introduction of a wireless gateway as an entry point to the in-vehicle network, which consists of a set of
The gateway allows for remote interaction with ECU firmware, even when the vehicle is running. Common administrative functions such as diagnostics and firmware updates could be performed remotely. Thus, vehicle owners do not need to drive to a service station to get their car diagnosed, and new firmware updates can easily be applied to thousands of vehicles simultaneously. Thus, faulty firmware can be diagnosed and replaced faster, and safer vehicle operation can be achieved. Additionally, as discussed by Shavit et al. (2007), the need for costly vehicle recalls is removed since physically interfacing each vehicle through the on-board diagnostics (OBD) module is no longer required. Furthermore, as discussed by Moustafa et al. (2006), vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communication allows vehicles to receive alerts of changing weather conditions and to obtain area information from roadside stations.

However, the new technology also introduces new safety and security issues for the manufacturers to consider. Allowing communication between the unprotected in-vehicle network and one or more external entities introduces a whole new range of threats collectively known as cyber attacks. An attacker could, for example, use the firmware update function to inject malicious code into the in-vehicle network while the vehicle is running.

As an illustration, consider a speeding vehicle that drives off a road and crashes with fatal consequences for the driver. This type of incident is normally caused either by the driver himself, or by vehicle malfunction or physical tampering. If the brake line is found to be cut, the cause of the accident is most certainly an act of physical tampering, and a criminal investigation needs to be initiated to bring those responsible to a court of law. Now, consider instead the possibility that the brakes were disabled by a piece of malicious code. If there is no digital evidence available, there would be no means of revealing that a crime was committed, the criminal would walk free, and the cause of the accident would wrongly be determined as vehicle malfunction.

The current in-vehicle network produces data to support the operation and maintenance of the vehicle, and to protect the vehicle from safety-related incidents. However, when an intelligent attacker is introduced, there is a need to produce data that can reveal both the presence of malicious code, and provide evidence that will aid an investigation of a cyber attack.

The aim of this article is to define a set of requirements for conducting a forensic investigation of cyber attacks on automobile in-vehicle networks. In particular, we analyze the current in-vehicle network structure, including node layout and external interfaces. Based on the analysis, we identify and define plausible cyber attack actions and derive a cyber attacker model. We then use the attack actions in combination with a set of in-vehicle specific investigation goals to derive a set of requirements on data and a supporting infrastructure for meeting the goals of the investigation. To illustrate the use of the requirements, we apply the Integrated Digital Investigation Process proposed by Carrier and Spafford (2004) and show how the investigation benefits from meeting the requirements.

This article continues by presenting current methods for conducting forensic investigations in vehicles and motivates the need for in-vehicle network security. It then describes a conceptual in-vehicle network including gateways and external interfaces. Then, an attacker model is defined, followed by a list of design goals and a set of requirements for conducting a digital investigation in vehicle environments. An investigation process which is guided by the requirements is then described. Finally, a discussion of in-vehicle forensics and relevant future work is outlined, together with some concluding remarks.

RELATED WORK

Until now, the center of attention for conducting vehicle forensics has been on physical accident reconstruction, and thus the focus has been on determining the physical condition of the vehicle and the surrounding area. As described.
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